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Abstract 
Four techniques of global error estimation, which are Richardson extrapolation (RS), Zadunaisky's technique (ZD), 
Solving for the Correction (SC) and Integration of Principal Error Equation (IPEE) have been compared in different 
integration codes (DOPRI5, DVODE, DSTEP). Theoretical aspects concerning their implementations and their orders are 
first given. Second, a comparison of them based on a large number of tests is presented. In terms of cost and precision, 
SC is a method of choice for one-step methods. It is much more precise and less costly than RS, and leads to the same 
precision as ZD for half its cost. IPEE can provide the order of the error for a cheap cost in codes based on one-step 
methods. In multistep codes, only RS and IPEE have been implemented since they are the only ones whose theoretical 
justification has been extended to this ease. There, RS still provides a more reliable estimation than IPEE. However, as 
these techniques are based on variations of the global error, irrespective of the numerical method used, they fail to provide 
any more usefull information once the numerical method has reached its limit of accuracy due to the finite arithmetic. 
Keywords: Global error estimation; Richardson extrapolation; Zadunaisky's technique; Solving for the correction 
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1. Introduction 
When using a numerical method to obtain the solution of an ordinary differential equation, one 
is interested in the reliability of the values obtained. Even if the computation is performed with a 
control of the local error, the global error, i.e. the true error, can be such that no significant figures 
of the exact solution are found. This phenomenom is mainly due to the instability of the solution 
of the differential equation, and can also occur in stiff problems. 
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This is typically what happens in the modelisation of some very unstable electrical networks 
in the industrial code Eurostag [38] that motivates this research. The numerical integration of the 
differential equations governing the behaviour of the electrical network can exhibit very unstable 
oscillating solutions. In this case, it is important for us to determine whether the numerical solution 
still have a physical meaning or if the error growth in this unstable phase spoiled entirely the 
accuracy of the solution. 
It would be fine if one could provide a sharp bound of the global error. But, this requirement is 
rather difficult to achieve and one is usually satisfied with an estimation. 
But even in that case, there is room for two different approaches of the problem. Because of the 
extra-cost needed to achieve a global error estimation, one can develop either a specific numerical 
method as cheap as possible with a global error estimation capability or a recipe that can be applied 
to a large class of numerical methods and can be implemented in numerical codes as an option 
given to the user. 
An example of the first approach is given by Dormand et al.'s work on explicit Runge-Kutta 
methods [9-11, 13-15]. 
In the second case, it is no longer possible to modify the numerical method. This is the approach 
that interests us. A discussion of thirteen of such techniques can be found in [34]. 
This paper is only concerned with four of them: 
1. Richardson extrapolation (RS), 
2. Zadunaisky's technique (ZD), 
3. Solving for the correction (SC), 
4. Integration of the principal error equation (IPEE). 
The other estimators listed in [34] are either variants of these or much less popular. 
We are interested in the behaviour of these techniques when used in standard numerical integration 
codes. A global error estimation can be used in two different ways. A user might just want to check 
if the integration performed well and get confidence in the numerical solution. Another possibility 
is to use the global error estimation to get a better numerical solution. In the first case, the order of 
magnitude of the global error and one significant digit are enough. In the latter case, one will look 
for more significant digits and this case turns out be equivalent to an improvement of the original 
numerical method. As far as we are concerned, this last point does not fit our goal. We are more 
concerned by reliable global error estimation techniques. 
Numerical tests on these estimation techniques and related variants have already been done in a 
separate way. One can find tests in [32] for RS applied to a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 5(4) method 
with local error control. In [39, 16, 28], one can find tests for ZD in Runge-Kutta codes as well as in 
multistep codes. Tests also appear in [9, 13] for ZD applied to some explicit Runge-Kutta methods. 
In [28], SC has been tested for general RK formulae and in [11, 14, 15, 7] for customized explicit RK 
formulae. In [37], numerical experimentations of IPEE is carried in the Adams-PC code STEP [3]. 
There also exists a survey [29] on different global error estimation techniques presenting both 
theoretical aspects and numerical comparisons. 
All these separate tests make it rather difficult to know what can be expected for each of these 
estimation techniques on a given problem and a given code. 
The purpose of this paper is to compare the former four global error estimation techniques on 
the basis of the same integration code and the same systems of ODE and to furnish by this way a 
possibility for the user to be able to chose a suitable estimator to achieve his purpose. 
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First, in Section 2, the theoretical aspects of these techniques are presented. A survey of the work 
done on each estimator is provided. 
Then, in Section 3, the numerical tests are presented. They are divided into two parts: one-step 
code (DOPRI5) and multistep codes (DVODE, DSTEP). The main results of these tests permits 
to sort these estimators in terms of cost and accuracy. Solving for the correction is the method of 
choice for one-step methods. It is much more accurate than RS, less costly and leads to the same 
accuracy as ZD for half its cost. IPEE can provide in one-step codes usefull information. In multistep 
codes, RS is still a reliable estimator. A last point to note is that these techniques fail to be able 
to validate a numerical solution in the case where the numerical method has reached its limit of 
accuracy. Due to the finite arithmetic, this limit can be already reached for large tolerances in the 
case of very unstable systems or methods. 
2. Theoretical background 
An initial value problem is given as 
j~(t) = f ( t ,  y(t)), y(0) -- Y0, (1) 
where t E [0, T], T > 0 and f is a vectorial function that satisfies a Lispschitz condition relatively 
to y. A numerical method provides approximations Yi at ti = t/-i ÷ h;_l, to = 0 of y(ti), i = 0 . . . .  ,M. 
The difference Ei = Yi - y(ti) denotes the global error commited by the method at instant t;. 
Ei is said to be a valid estimation of Ei of relative order r > 0 when Ei =E;(1 + C(Hr))  where 
H = maxi hi. It is worth noting here that the values y, = y, - En are of order p ÷ r when y, are 
of order p. Hence, looking for a valid global error estimation is equivalent to looking for a better 
value than the y,. Moreover, an interest of such a valid estimator is to lead to asymptotic bounds 
for the global error [5, 30]. 
The theoretical justification of the validity of the estimation techniques listed in the introduction 
relies on the existence and on the structure of the asymptotic expansion of the global error. Before 
stating the existence theorem, we recall some definitions. 
For a one-step method, the local error at ti is defined by ~,i = Y i -  u(t i)  where u is given by 
fi(t) = f ( t ,  u(t)), u(ti_l ) = Yi-1. 
The numerical method is supposed to be of order p ~> 1 and that, for a one step method, 
ei =dp+l( t i )h  p+I + . . .  +dN(t i )h N + C(hi N+ 1). 
Theorem 1 (Gragg [20]). Suppose that the integration o f  (1) /s carried using a stable one-step 
method o f  order p > 1 with constant step-size integration h. Then, uniformly on [0, T], one has: 
Yi -- y ( t i )  = h p ep(ti) ÷ . ' '  ÷ h N-1 eN- l ( t i )  ÷ (9(hN), (2) 
where ek, k : p , . . .  ,N -  1 is the solution o f  
~k=fy( t ,y )ek+~k,  ek(O)=O. (3) 
For k = p, ~p : dp+ l and the differential equation (3) is called the principal error equation. 
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The important fact about the expansion (2) is the isolation of the influence of h from functions 
that depend only on time. To improve the values yn, one just has to kill as many terms as possible 
in (2). Once this fact noted, two different ways are possible to achieve this purpose. One can use 
either variations of h or variations of ek. The first technique leads to extrapolation methods and in 
particular to RS. The second one is the defect correction principle, and gives IPEE, ZD and SC. 
The main problem with regard to an effective integration code is to know whether such an expan- 
sion still exists. For such codes, the step-size is no longer constant and, in codes based on multistep 
formulae, even the order varies. Nevertheless, ome properties of the global error are known in these 
cases. 
In the case of a variable step-size integration, the above theorem can be readily extended with 
h replaced by the maximum step-size H if it is supposed that the step-size is given by a relation 
such as hi = O(ti)H, where 0 is a sufficiently smooth function [23]. The use of a local error control 
leads to functions 0 being only piecewise differentiable. The expansion (2) will remain up to the 
first term in the case of a step-size given by hn =O(tn)H+ C(H2). Moreover, it has been showed 
in [26] that for classical ocal error control, the global error admits an asymptotic expansion of the 
form (2) up to the first term with respect o the absolute tolerance fixed by the user. 
For k-steps linear multistep methods, the fact that they need k starting values makes both the 
analysis and the expansion of the global error more complex. Even in the case of starting values 
provided by a RK with a sufficiently high order, the asymptotic expansion of the global error can 
exhibit a new behavior. For a detailed analyis of this case, the reader is refered to [20, 22]. For 
our purpose, we just need to recall that an asymptotic expansion of the form (2) exists for Adams 
methods of order p with starting values of order p. In the case of BDF formulae started with values 
of order p, the asymptotic expansion of the global error has no longer the form (2). 
In modem numerical codes implementing linear multistep methods, the starting values are not 
computed with RK formulas. Both the step-size and the order vary, starting with a method of 
order 1. This is typically the case of the codes used here (DVODE, DSTEP). In this case, the 
existence and the form of the global error asymptotic expansion is even more complex. For an 
analysis of this situation, the reader is refered to [19, 8]. 
For an Adams code such as DSTEP and with reasonnable assumptions Shampine t al. showed 
in [33] that the global error admits an asymptotic expansion of the form (2) up to the first term 
w.r.t.H. 
As it will be seen for each estimator, these facts have direct consequences on the class of codes 
they can be implemented into. 
2.1. Richardson extrapolation 
Using the existence of the asymptotic expansion in Theorem 1, a straightforward estimation for- 
mula can be deduced. In parallel with the original integration with maximum step size H, another 
integration is carried out with the same step size selection function, but with maximum step size 
HI2. Denoting the value obtained in this way at time t; by y*, we have: 
yi=y(t i)  + H p ep(ti) + (-9(H p+ 1), 
y*= y( ti ) + (HI2) p ep( ti ) + 60(HP + 1). 
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And, we get directly: 
Ei - Yi - Y2i k (-9(Hp+I). (4) 
1 - -2 -P  
This relation provides a valid estimation of relative order 1. It is well-known since Henrici [25] 
and has been the subject of implementations in numerical codes, such as GERK [32]. 
In terms of cost, this technique is rather expensive as it multiplies by three the cost of the 
integration. 
According to the preceeding paragraph concerning the asymptotic expansion of the global error, 
as Richardson extrapolation only needs a global error expansion up to the first term, it is still likely 
to behave well in codes based on one-step methods with local error control and in multistep codes. 
The only detail to set in the last case is the choice of the order p for variable order integration. 
In [33], it was assumed that once the code has reached its higher possible order, it is kept constant 
until the end of the integration. This is not always the case. Nevertheless, it is always possible to 
assume that the global error is at least of order two on the whole interval. Hence, we took p = 2 to 
compute this estimation in multistep codes. 
2.2. Zadunaisky's technique 
Another approach as been initiated by the work of Zadunaisky [39]. His idea can be described 
as follow. Let m/> 1 be an integer. After m steps of integration of (1), it is possible to compute an 
interpolation'function Pj, j=  1, . . . , J r  using the values Yi, i=( j -1 )m, . . . , jm.  Let 330 = y0. Consider 
the perturbed problem: 
);(t) = f(t ,  f~(t)) + d(t, h), ~(0) = Yo, (5) 
where d(t ,h) :=/~h(t) -  f ( t ,  Ph(t)) is the defect ofPh m (1) and Ph is defined by Ph(t)=Pj(t) for 
t E [t(j--l)m, tjm ] with Pj the interpolation polynomial of degree m of the values Yi, i = ( j -  1 ) m,... , j  m. 
The integration of (5) with the same method and on the same grid leads to numerical values )3i, 
i = ( j  - 1 )m + 1,..., m. Zadunaisky's global error estimation of Ei is then: 
Zi = Yi - Yi. (6) 
It is not as simple as for RS to prove that this estimation technique do provide a valid estimation, 
and for which numerical methods it does. The following result holds: 
Theorem 2 (Frank and Veberhuber [17]). For an ERK of  order p and for a constant step-size 
integration, and with Ph, the piecewise polynomial function described above, the relative order of  
Zadunaisky's technique is: 
0 if  m<p,  
m-p  if p<.m<~2p, 
p if 2p<.m. 
(7) 
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The main hypothesis needed for its proof is the existence of an asymptotic expansion of the 
form (2) for the global error. Then, it is necessary to analyse the variational equations veri- 
fied by the functions eh,k, k=p, . . . ,  involved in the global error asymptotic expansion of 
y i  
The cost of the interpolation process can be neglected when compared to the integration of the 
perturbed problem (5). It leads to the same number of extra f evaluation eeded as in RS. Hence, 
with the same extra-cost, Zadunaisky's technique can achieve a relative order much more better 
of p. 
The tests presented in [39] use both one-step and multistep methods, including predictor-corrector 
methods. For one-step methods, the results presented are those of a linearized version of equation 
(5). They show that this technique can lead to a very precise global error estimation. But, in some 
cases, due to error interpolation, the estimation becomes poor. For multistep methods, the quality of 
the estimation is related to the stability of the method. The tests in [39] performed with the Adams 
type methods how a satisfactory estimation, whereas those performed with Milne type methods are 
very poor. 
A variant of Zadunaisky's classical algorithm has been described in [18] and tested in [16] for 
various differential equations and various methods. It can be summarised as follow: first, integrate 
the problem (1) with a lower order method, then integrate the perturbed problem (5) with the same 
low order method, then use the difference between these values as a global error estimation. This 
variant has the advantage of reducing the cost of the re-integration needed to get the zi values. With 
the same polynomial as for Zadunanisky's classical technique, the same order is achieved with a 
method of order m - p. The tests interesting us are IVP for ODEs [16, Algorithm 1, p. 110]. To 
perform the tests, the authors used an Adams-Bashford method of order p, (p = 2, 5) together with 
a starting procedure given by an ERK of order p. It is known that in this case, the multistep method 
exhibits an asymptotic expansion of the form (2). This is the only case known to the authors for 
which Zadunaisky's technique, and defect correction in general, is not bound to fail when applied 
to linear multistep methods. 
For a code based on linear multistep methods with variation of order, it is not even obvious to 
see whether a relative order greater that one can still be achieved, according to what have been said 
on the global error expansion in this case. Moreover, as the order is no longer constant, the choice 
of the parameter m can not be fixed using Theorem 2. Hence, it appears not necessary to focus more 
attention to ZD in modem multistep codes. 
From a theoretical point of view, Zadunaisky's technique has given rise to two different research 
directions. 
First, this recipe has been extended to a general principle, the so-called efect correction principle, 
that can be applied to differential equations (partial and ordinary) and general numerical methods, 
both for a global error estimation purpose and for an iterative improvement of the numerical so- 
lution (iterated defect correction) [35]. An analysis of its convergence can be found in [18]. A 
variant of this principle has been given by Hairer [21]. It consists in consisdering Zadunaisky's 
technique as a one-step method whose step-size is m x h. Instead of starting the integration from 
tim with the lowest order value y;m, one uses the value obtained after correction. A purely alge- 
braic proof of the order of this variant is provided, together with examples of admissible function 
d(t,h). 
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Second, Dormand et al. developed optimized ERK for Zadunaisky's technique [9, 13, 11], to 
overcome problems occurring from interpolation error. Here, their optimization consisted in using 
the free parameters of ERK methods to achieve the order given in Theorem 2 with m as low 
as possible, or to achieve a higher order with the same degree [9, 13]. They also used different 
interpolation process, as interpolation of the f (Y i )  and Hermite interpolation. Finally, they show that 
Zadunaisky's technique can benefit of continuous ERK. In this frame, one global error estimation 
per step could be achieved using the continuous polynomial extension instead of Ph [11, 14]. The 
numerous tests presented [11] clearly show that the accuracy of Zadunaisky's technique can be 
improved in comparison with the tests obtained in [39] when used together with some special dense 
output ERK formula. 
As explained in the introduction, our purpose is not to look for the best numerical method with 
a global error capability. If the reader is to chose an explicit RK and need a global error capability, 
there is no doubt that they are methods of choice. But, since our intention is to compare global error 
estimation on a general ground, we limited our tests to Zadunaisky's classical technique applied to 
numerical codes based on one-step methods. 
2.3. Solving for the correction 
The idea of using the interpolation procedure described in the former section readily leads to 
another algorithm [34]. With the same definition of the function Ph as above, one can consider the 
function: 
8h=Ph-- y (8) 
which gives the value of the global error at each ti, i = 0,... ,M. It satisfies the ordinary differential 
equation: 
~h(t) = [~h(t) - f ( t ,  Ph(t) -- gh(t)), gh(O) = O. (9) 
Using the same numerical method as for (1), one gets the numerical values gn. They give a valid 
global error estimation with the same relative order as in Zadunaisky's technique [28]. 
The main advantage of SC over ZD is that the extra-cost needed to get a valid global error 
estimation is much lower. As f appears only once in (9), the number of f evaluations per step is 
divided by two. Hence, solving for the correction provides an estimation of relative order p and just 
doubles the cost of the integration. 
A different ERK can be applied to (9). But, Dormand et al. stressed the fact that it should be at 
least of the same order as the ERK used on (1) to get a valid global error estimation [10]. 
Following the same analysis as they did for Zadunaisky's technique, they were able to develop 
special continuous ERK methods o as to optimize the possible global error estimation obtained by 
integration of (9) [11, 14]. In a more recent paper [10], SC is finally included in continuous ERK 
so as to provide a pair of solution (yn, y*) with different global order. These methods are typically 
the result of the second approach mentioned in the introduction. 
For the same reasons as for ZD, SC has not been implemented in multistep codes. 
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2.4. Integration o f  the principal error equation 
At first sight, it seems rather difficult to use the principal error Eq. (3) because of the need of 
the Jacobian of f and, worse, of the exact solution of the original problem (1). 
However, it is possible to integrate (3) with a low order formula, and to replace both the Jacobian 
and the exact solution y by approximations and still to have a valid global error estimation. 
Applying forward Euler method to (3) leads to 
ep, i+l--ep, i+hi fy( t i ,  y(ti))ep, iWhidp+l(t i ) ,  ep,0 = 0. 
If we consider now v i =H pep, i. It is clear that vi is a valid estimation of Ei because v;-- 
H p (ep(ti) + (9(H)) and then vi = Ei + (9(H p +1). 
Then, using a classical approximation of fy(t~,y(b)) and the first term of the expansion of the 
local error ei, we get 
vi+l----vi-l-hi(f(ti, Yi) - f ( t i ,  Yi - vi))-q-~i, v0=0. (lO) 
This relation has been derived also by Stetter, using the defect correction principle [36] and 
implemented in an Adams-PC code [37]. 
The relation (10) leads to a very cheap estimator. It requires just one more evaluation function 
f ( t i ,  Yi - vi). But, the need of the local error makes it necessary to use a local error estimate. The 
estimator (10) will remain valid if the e~ term is replaced by a valid estimation gi =ei(1 + (9(h,)). 
The use of local extrapolation to select the step-size implies that the local error estimate is no 
longer valid. Hence, we used two different features. For one-step methods, we used the defect of 
the function Ph used for ZD and SC. The reason for this is that h dh = eh + (9(hp+2). This feature 
increases the cost of the estimator of one f evaluation per step. In this case, the estimator obtained 
is renamed DIPEE. 
For multistep methods, we used both the local error estimate given by the code and the exact 
local error to see the best this estimator can do. 
3. Numerical computations 
To perform the numerical tests, we have chosen several existing integration codes : 
1. DOPRI5 [12] a one-step integration method based on a RKDP5(4) formula, with an error per 
step control and local extrapolation. 
2. DVODE [6, 4], a multistep integration method using BDF formulae. Starting order is one. No 
local extrapolation is done. 
3. DSTEP [31], a multistep method based on Adams formulae. Starting order is one. Local ex- 
trapolation is done. 
DVODE and DSTEP are available at the Netlib web site (ww-~r.nel;lib.org). The DOPRI5 we 
used is available at Hairer's web page (www.unige. ch/math/~olks/hairer).  
In DVODE and DSTEP, only RS and IPEE were implemented. 
All the estimation techniques were implemented in DOPRI5. 
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We used six systems whose exact solutions were known: 
I. A linear unstable system of dimension 2 [24]: 
[ -1  3 1 - 3s intcost]  ' [ -1 -+z  3- 2 COS2 t z j y '= 
sintcost - - l+3s in  2t Y 
with initial condition y (0)= (1,0) t, integrated on [0, 10]. Its exact soluion is: 
e t/2 cos t e -t sin t ] 
Y(t) = -e  t/2 sin t e -t cost] y(0). 
II. The scalar very unstable quation [32]: 
y '=  10(y - t2) ,  y(0) = 0.02 
on [0,2]. Its solution is: 
y(t) = 0.02 + 0.2t + t 2. 
III. A stable non-linear system of dimension 4: 
I I I / 
Yl = - Y3Yl -q- Y2, Y: = - YI - Y3Y:, Y3 = Y4, Y4 = - -  Y3 
with initial condition y(t0)=(1, 1, 1, 1) t, integrated on [0,7]. 
Its exact solution is: 
y l ( t )=(cost+ sint)e -l+c°st-sint, yE( t )=(cost - s in t )e  -l+c°st-sint, 
ya(t) = cos t + sin t, y4(t) = cos t - sin t. 
IV. A linear stiff system of dimension 4 [29]: 
i01 499 00] 
yl = 0 -50  y 
0 70 -120 
with y (0)=(2 ,  1,2) t, and t E [0, 1]. Its solution is: 
Ie (t-t°)/lO e -50(t-t°)  - -  e -(t-t°)/lO 0 
dp(to, Yo;t)= l 00 e -50(t-t°)  0 Yo. 
e-50(t-t0) _ e-120(t-t0) e-120(t-t0) 
V. Problem A3 from DETEST package [27], ))(t)= cos(t)y(t), y(0)= 1, t E [0,20]. 
VI. Problem A4 from DETEST package, ~ = 0.25 y (1 -  0.05 y), y (0 )= 1, t E [0,20]. 
For ZD and SC, we used polynomials of degree l0 and divided differences. 
To compare the precision of the estimators, we have used the following feature. We have de- 
signed a function that returns 0 if the magnitude of the error is not given by the estimator, 
and 1 plus the number of significant figures well-estimated if the magnitude of the error is cor- 
rect. The value one is returned also in the case where the magnitude of the error is correct 
and the sign of the error is not. Then, we have computed the means on the whole interval of 
integration. The value obtained is a measure of the efficiency of the estimator. An efficiency 
2e-05 i i 
' e rg loh '  
'es tzd '  - -~- -  
-2e-05 
-4e-05 
-6e-05 
- 8e-05 
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Time 
Fig. 1. ZD-system V: atol=10 -5. 
near one means that the estimator gives correctly the order of magnitude of the global error 
and a significant digit. But, a lower value of 0.5 is enough to insure the magnitude. This mea- 
sure does not provide a dynamic behaviour of the estimator, but gives a correct view of its 
precision. 
All the computations were carried on a SUN4 using double precision arithmetic. The whole tests 
are available in [1]. 
3.1. One-step integration method 
Before we comment on the whole results, we begin with an illustration of the problem arising 
from the use of a basic interpolation procedure for ZD and SC. In Figs. 1-4 are represented both the 
global error of DOPRI5 on system V and an estimator, ZD or RS. These figures enable to compare 
the behaviour of ZD and RS for both large tolerance (10 -5, Figs. 1 and 3) and small tolerance 
(10 -1°, Figs. 2 and 4). In this case, ZD and SC produce roughly the same estimation. In both cases 
RS behaves well, whereas for large tolerances, ZD clearly exhibits an unsmooth behaviour (Fig. 1). 
For small tolerances, tep-sizes are sufficiently small to make it disappear. Even if it does not prevent 
ZD and SC from providing useful information on the global error, it just illustrates the difference 
between them and RS. 
RS only needs the existence of the functions ek of the asymptotic expansion of the global error 
while ZD and SC need some regularity of the ek's to ensure a fast enough convergence of the 
perturbed eh,k. On problem V, the functions ek are only piecewise differentiable due to the variation 
of the step-size (see [7] for more illustrations, and Fig. 2). Hence, it slows down the convergence 
of the eh, k. This is typically the kind of behaviour that lead Dormand and Prince to design special 
ERK more suited to ZD and SC. 
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Fig. 2. ZD-system V: ato l= 10 - l° .  
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Fig. 3. RS-system V: atol = 10 -5. 
On Tables 1 and 2 are given the efficiency of each estimator as defined previously. In general, ZD 
and SC give much more significant figures than RS or DIPEE. It should be noticed that the systems 
I, III and V present no difficulty for the estimators, with the exception of system V for DIPEE. RS 
gives in a very constant way the order of magnitude and one significant digit of the global error. 
As soon as the tolerance has been diminished to a certain level (see system V), ZD and SC gives 
much more significant digits and their results can be used to improve in a drastic way the numerical 
solution. If only the order of magnitude is under investigation, DIPEE can provide a cheap way to 
get an idea of it. 
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Table 1 
RS, ZD, SC, DIPEE - DOPRI5 - I/III 
- l og  atol 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
2.0 1.7 1.9 2.4 2.7 2.9 3.2 3.1 2.2 1.3 
I 4.3 5.5 6.8 6.6 6.4 6.0 4.7 3.9 3.0 1.1 
4.3 5.5 6.8 6.5 6.4 6.5 6.0 4.9 4.1 3.1 
1.1 0.4 0.6 1.2 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.2 1.6 0.7 
1.0 2.1 2.5 2.5 1.4 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.1 3.5 3.0 2.4 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.1 3.5 3.0 2.4 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2.3 2.5 2.6 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.1 
III 2.4 1.3 2.5 3.3 4.2 5.2 6.0 4.1 3.0 2.3 
2.3 1.1 2.5 3.3 4.1 5.0 6.0 5.5 4.4 3.4 
0.2 0.I 0.4 0.3 0.7 1.5 2.0 2.1 1.8 0.8 
The systems II, IV and VI are treated with less facility. One would expect that the quality of an 
estimator increases when the absolute tolerance decreases. None of the estimators provide even the 
magnitude of the error after some level of tolerances is reached. This behaviour can be explained 
having a closer look at the global error itself. On Table 3 is given the maximum of the absolute 
value of the global error with respect to the tolerance for systems II, IV, V and VI. Here, the system 
V is used as a comparison. Due to finite computer arithmetics together with instability or stiffness 
of the problem, ERK methods quickly reach their limit of  accuracy. Therefore, once the global error 
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Table 2 
RS, ZD, SC, DIPEE - DOPRI5 - III/VI 
33 
- log  atol 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1.0 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IV 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.1 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.0 2.7 2.9 3.4 1.9 
V 0.9 0.1 0.8 0.7 1.9 2.6 3.2 4.9 4.6 3.2 
0.9 0.1 0.8 1.7 2.2 2.4 3.5 4.9 3.7 2.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.6 0.4 
2.5 2.5 1.9 1.1 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
VI 0.0 2.0 1.9 1.1 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.2 1.9 1.1 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
has reached its limit, no estimation is anymore possible with these techniques ince they are based 
on its variation. 
Of course, in the case of stiff systems one should first take care to use a numerical method that 
is suited for it. Nevertheless, one can follow Stetter's recommendation to replace the relation (10) 
by its corresponding formula using either the implicit Euler method or a the PECE scheme explicit 
Euler-implicit Euler. For other estimators, the possibility of adaptation are less obvious. 
3.2. Variable step and variable formula integration 
As it is shown in Figs. 5 and 6, RS gives a precise estimation of the global error on system III 
and IV with DSTEP. The curves of the global error and of the estimation given by RS are the same. 
This is also the case for other systems. If we compare this estimation with what is obtained with 
DVODE for the same systems and tolerances in Figs. 7 and 8, we note that the code influences the 
quality of the same estimation technique. In Tables 4 and 5 is given on the first row, for each system, 
the measure of the efficiency of RS. If it is compared with what was obtained for a one-step code, 
it is clear that RS is less precise here. The variations of order are the cause for this. Nevertheless, 
it still leads a reliable estimation as it gives both in DVODE and DSTEP the correct magnitude of 
the global error and its first digit. 
For those particular codes, IPEE gives a better result than in the former cases. Tables 4 and 5 
show for each code and system, the quality of the estimation with the local error estimates pro- 
vided by the code on the second row, and on the third row, with the exact local error (EIPEE). 
It appears in both codes that this estimation can potentially provide a better estimation than RS. 
This explains the precise results obtained with a special local error estimates by 
Stetter [37]. 
Moreover, the problems that occurred for one-step methods with systems II, IV and VI are less 
sensible here on system II. Table 6 shows the maximum of the global error in DVODE. It shows 
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1.2 
that for system II, the stagnation of the global error occurs only for the last acceptable tolerances. 
For systems IV and VI, the limit of the possible global error is achieved laterer in DVODE as in 
DOPRI5 and this level of tolerance corresponds to the non-estimation of the global error. The same 
remark can be done in DSTEP. 
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4. Conclusions 
The numerical investigations presented here show that it is possible to get a reliable global error 
estimation. The tests show that depending on the requirement of the user, the estimators tested here 
can achieve a wide range of accuracy. To validate a numerical solution it is not necessary to look 
for a very precise estimator, and IPEE with a local error estimate provided by a defect function is 
enough. For more precise estimation, ZD and SC can be used as soon as the global error of the 
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numerical method implemented admits an expansion of the form (2). In multistep codes, RS still 
provides a reliable estimation. 
For unstable or stiff systems, the useful information provided by the estimators we tested depends 
less on the tolerances than on the possibility of the numerical method to achieve a better value. This 
conclusion is coherent with the fact that a valid estimation provides a better value. 
Finally, in the case of one-step methods, it is interesting to ask if the kind of optimization 
developed by Dormand et al. on ERK for SC and ZD to overcome their poor behaviour for large 
tolerances could have been achieved by considering a different interpolation procedure. For instance, 
rational interpolation has been successfully used by Alt [2] to local error estimate. Moreover, Hairer 
proposed in his paper [21] alternatives to classical defect functions that include polynomial functions. 
This is presently the domain we are working on. 
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